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By James D. Foxall

O'Reilly Media, Inc, USA. Book. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, MCSD in a Nutshell: The Visual
Basic Exams, James D. Foxall, Since their introduction, the MCSD certification exams have been
enthusiastically received by VB programmers who consider certification very important to their
professional credibility. Programmers tend to be specialists--they tend to do the same kind of
programming over and over. The MCSD exam is targeted at technical generalists--developers
familiar with a broad array of Microsoft technologies and development approaches that are
incorporated into Visual Basic. With its comprehensive overview of core technology areas, MCSD in
a Nutshell is the perfect study guide and resource to help developers master technologies that are
less familiar to them. In fact, its thorough review of Visual Basic-related development technologies
also makes this an excellent tutorial for experienced VB programmers who wish to get up to speed
on speed on some technology with which they work infrequently, if at all. Most certification books
are really tutorials in disguise. In contrast, this book focuses on the advanced topics about which
developers are actually tested on the exam. Topics include: Understanding COM Creating ActiveX
Code Components Creating ActiveX Controls Creating and Using ActiveX Documents Creating
Internet-Aware Applications...
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A fresh e-book with a brand new standpoint. Sure, it is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been printed in an extremely
straightforward way and it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Deondr e Ha ckett-- Deondr e Ha ckett

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of
looking at a created ebook.
-- Mr . K evin Her z og-- Mr . K evin Her z og
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